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Abstract. The design and development of a motivational embodied conversational agent for brain injury rehabilitation is discussed. Results for initial prototype design and implementation, and alpha and beta testing phases are presented. Key aspects identified during development included supporting user engagement via personalization and choice-making; integrating behaviour change principles into dialogues; addressing clinical needs of cognitive fatigue and memory loss within conversation structure; and optimizing feasibility of use in a real-life clinical setting.
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1. Introduction

The design and development of a motivational embodied conversational agent (ECA) for brain injury rehabilitation, named ‘RehabChat’, is discussed here. A person with acquired brain injury (ABI) may experience complex symptoms both cognitive (e.g. memory, problem-solving) and physical (e.g. strength, balance). Recovery following ABI is often long-term over many years [1]. However, traditional human-delivered rehabilitation services are time limited, therefore novel approaches to care are warranted.

Clients with ABI can benefit from reiterative conversation of important clinical points, particularly goal setting and goal pursuit [2]. Additionally, increased client motivation is associated with improved engagement in therapy and overall clinical progress [3]. Using an ECA during brain injury rehabilitation could support recovery by enabling reiterative motivational conversations about goal setting and goal pursuit, with specific focus upon rehabilitation decision-making processes. Our research aims to investigate whether conversational agent based therapeutic support can be effective in rehabilitation for adults with ABI. Specifically, the ECA will be developed to address time/availability constraints in the health system and/or to provide alternative convenience/motivation aspects for subjects.

We present findings from initial stages of development for the RehabChat ECA, comprising design and implementation of the initial ECA prototype, followed by alpha and beta testing phases. The conversation dialogues in the ECA prototype are configured to include rehabilitation goal-oriented processes and related motivational support, and to accommodate the clinical needs of clients with ABI. The research context is ambulatory.
care rehabilitation for adults with a specific type of ABI, traumatic brain injury (TBI). The ECA will subsequently be refined with focus group consultations and deployed in a pilot trial to establish feasibility and usability, in collaboration with two local brain injury rehabilitation clinics.

2. Developing the Embodied Conversational Agent

The first stage of this project was to develop an initial ECA prototype relevant to the clinical setting of brain injury rehabilitation. This entailed selecting appropriate motivational behaviour change models for incorporation in the ECA, and a suitable ECA software platform. The ECA would be implemented by devising a motivational conversation generation process which followed the main tenets of these adopted models.

2.1. Choice of motivational behaviour change models

Motivation was identified as a central design aspect for the ECA because of its key importance for enhancing engagement in rehabilitation after brain injury [3]. As well, it has been identified that the design of digital health interventions for people with ABI should include motivational aspects [4]. Persuasive techniques are widespread in digital technology design [5] but are not designed for targeting at health purposes, where the subtleties of patient circumstances differentiate them from consumer applications.

Specific motivational behaviour change models integrated into the ECA were chosen from ABI and stroke literature as ABI-specific literature is comparatively limited, and stroke is a similar diagnosis. The two models chosen were motivational interviewing (MI), a therapeutic conversation approach [6], and self-determination theory (SDT), a theoretical model for key elements of personal wellbeing and motivation [7]. Secondary research review findings show efficacy of SDT [8] and of MI [9] in varied health settings.

More specifically, both MI and SDT have been recommended for brain injury rehabilitation [4] and are compatible between themselves [10]. Benefits of incorporating more than one behavioural change model has been demonstrated for stroke rehabilitation [11], and for use of an ECA for healthy lifestyle choices [12]. Notably, MI and SDT have been adapted for other digital interventions: for example, SDT as the methodological basis for developing person-centred digital technologies [13], and MI as the model used in ECA prototypes for promoting healthy lifestyles [12] and stress reduction [14].

2.2. Capabilities of the ECA software platform

The ECA software selected was Conversagent, a commercial product of Clevertar Pty Ltd https://www.clevertar.com/, based on its affordability and availability of ongoing supplier support. It has previously been used for comparable health purposes e.g. Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy [15]. Figure 1 depicts the humanoid avatar used to provide the embodiment aspect from the chosen software in the RehabChat user interface.

The Conversagent software enables a fully determined, seamless conversation experience to be designed. The avatar speaks the preconfigured conversation content that has been devised for the ECA, and the ECA user interface displays the text equivalent of what has been spoken. The overall ECA conversation can be composed of separate smaller conversations, or sub-conversations. Each sub-conversation is composed of dialogues which are passages or stubs of the sub-conversation. Sub-conversations can be
configured to link together as needed. The sub-conversations can be purposed for specific focus areas of the overall conversation. For RehabChat, sub-conversations were developed for distinct areas of goal setting and goal pursuit: for example, choosing a rehabilitation priority to set as the main goal, and practising the home exercise program.

Figure 1. RehabChat user interface showing humanoid avatar and sample dialogue

2.3. Designing the initial ECA prototype

The overall ECA conversation was developed based upon feedback received at two health provider stakeholder meetings held at the collaborating rehabilitation service in 2019, together with the expertise of the first author who has worked in ABI rehabilitation, and also with reference to rehabilitation goal-setting literature [16, 17]. The overall ECA conversation is intended to enable the user to identify and confirm a rehabilitation goal, and relevant home program, through participating in a MI- and SDT-styled conversation.

The ECA prototype dialogues were created using pre-determined language capabilities of the ECA software. Whilst this may seem to be a limitation of this study, the use of constrained language offered the benefit of controlling the nature of the intervention and provided a distinctive form to which the co-design process could respond. Specific technical capabilities of the ECA software which impact upon the development of sub-conversations and dialogues are presented below. Table 1 presents an example of a dialogue string to illustrate how Conversagent dialogues are structured.
Use of the Conversagent platform enabled various ways to structure how conversations were linked, and how dialogues were created. This flexibility enabled matching to the specific purposes of MI and SDT, for addressing goal-oriented needs.

- Separate sub-conversations for different stages of the rehabilitation process were developed for: goal-setting, identifying support resources; home program details; half-way progress review; final progress review.
- Two styles of conversation content – one with more discursive, supportive dialogues, and the other with briefer, more directive interactions – were designed. For each content style, the full process of goal setting was covered; however, the briefer style had less emphasis on MI and SDT aspects.
- The sub-conversations within each style were linked together using the option to join another sub-conversation. Using this approach allowed for a seamless experience for the user, and also enabled much easier management for the designer as smaller chunks of discrete conversation are easier to edit and review.
- Each dialogue was structured as either a comment or as a question to which the user would respond. User response options were either to select a choice (yes/no, multiple choice) or to enter free-form text up to a pre-designated maximum number of words. Having a maximum word count avoided the overhead of dealing with open-ended unfocussed responses which could cause the conversation to deviate from the model-based overall structure. This approach has been successfully applied in a conversational agent to assess alcohol abuse [18]). Free-form text responses were saved as variables (e.g. user’s name, main goal) which could be inserted at relevant points in the dialogues.
Each dialogue is linked to another dialogue by pre-determined logic decisions. A dialogue can be configured to have multiple forward-joining options attached to it. Any of these options is activated according to a set precursor, commonly if the user selects a distinct multiple-choice option.

3. Integrating Motivation and Clinical Paradigms

There were three key paradigms integrated into the design of the ECA. These were motivational behaviour change; needs of clients with TBI; and clinical goal-setting.

3.1. Motivational behaviour change models integrated into the conversation design

Motivational interviewing as a therapeutic conversation model supports the client to reflect upon and articulate their needs/priorities, relevant goal/s, and opportunities and barriers to success. As well, MI is tolerant of resistance to change, and supportive during setbacks in progress [6]. These aspects have been integrated into the design of the ECA through by using a sequence for the questions which follows ideation of a rehabilitation priority, development of a goal, planning for resources needed to achieve goal, practicing required tasks to achieve the goal, and reviewing progress towards goal achievement.

Self-determination theory expounds that there are three inherent human needs of connectedness (relating meaningfully with others), autonomy (opportunity to make decisions for oneself) and competency (perform activities for which one perceives having enough ability) [7]. When these three needs are met, a person is more likely to feel motivated to achieve their given goals. These three needs have been integrated into the ECA through offering autonomous decision-making for goal-setting and in identifying support resources. Competency is supported through ensuring that the goal meets the client’s perception of what they can likely achieve in the time period of the intervention, and the type of resources they will need to ensure they have enough support to achieve their goal. Connectedness is promoted by maintaining a regular connection with their key therapist who provides clinical oversight during initial use of the ECA; and through the client identifying a support person to provide them help during their rehabilitation.

3.2. Clinical needs supported in conversational style

The design of RehabChat has been purposefully focused upon meeting the clinical needs of a distinct client group: adults with TBI. Conversational agents have been similarly designed to meet the specific needs of a client group including to provide memory support for memory loss [19], and care for clients with mental health needs [20].

Adults with TBI can experience varied clinical symptoms including pain, fatigue, dizziness, and cognitive changes such as decreased memory and impaired insight. It is imperative that the ECA conversation dialogues avoid exacerbating fatigue, and that they support memory and other cognitive needs. These aspects have been integrated through offering multiple choice options to reduce cognitive fatigue; and providing reiteration and interim summaries of items discussed to support memory challenges.

It is necessary to support the physiological process of neuroplasticity during rehabilitation. Neuroplasticity is the process by which a person continues to develop new brain connections enabling learning of new skills throughout the lifespan [21].
Neuroplasticity following brain injury allows for recovery during rehabilitation; supporting neuroplasticity during rehabilitation is achieved by the client practising motivational tasks [22]. RehabChat provides motivation-based conversation for the user to practise their home program tasks related to their motivational rehabilitation goal.

3.3. Rehabilitation goal setting processes represented in conversation dialogues

RehabChat incorporates key aspects of goal setting [17] and ensuring goals are specific and measurable [16]. It has been specifically designed for clinical rehabilitation, and to be minimally intrusive upon the usual rehabilitation approaches used in the clinics.

- Rehabilitation goal-setting focuses upon client-centred goals formed through exploring the client’s clinical needs and personally motivating aspirations for recovery. Clinical oversight is essential in goal-setting to ensure the goals are feasible and safe. This is particularly important when trialing a novel clinical tool. Clinician oversight will be included in the feasibility pilot trial.

- Specific dimensions for rehabilitation goal setting incorporate the components of Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-limited (SMART) [5]. RehabChat is intended to be pilot trialed in a clinic setting alongside usual care, and to require minimal time and concentration from both the client, and the clinician. These purposes are achieved by matching the ECA dialogues to existing SMART goal-setting paradigms already used within the client-clinician alliance. As in usual practice, the client and clinician will work together to determine specific prescribed exercises to support goal-attainment, which will be practiced at home. These exercises are entered into the ECA and then serve as the basis for subsequent ECA dialogues for times of home practice.

4. Conducting Testing of the RehabChat Prototype

The ECA prototype has undergone alpha (n = 3) and beta (n = 11) testing phases. These results from alpha and beta testing are part of the software development process and are opinions contributed voluntarily by colleagues from the workplace and are not from a research study based on independent recruitment and consented data collection. For the alpha and beta testing, inhouse participants included health professionals familiar with the demographics of typical subjects envisaged and with the use of conversational therapies. Participants were emailed a URL for RehabChat, a User Guide, and a Feedback Form containing specific questions. Participants emailed their response feedback, after using the ECA for a suitable time period (range = 15-30 minutes). Main feedback results from alpha and beta testing are presented below and summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.

4.1. Alpha testing

The primary purpose of alpha testing was to establish if the prototype ECA was robust, and if it did what it was purposed to do. Five questions were asked:

What went well?
What didn’t go well?
What suggestions would you like to make for improving the ECA?
Any other comments?
Could you ‘break’ the ECA? If so how?

Three senior academic researchers of the Flinders Digital Health Research Centre completed alpha testing. Feedback was collated, and changes were made to the ECA in response to the feedback where feasible. All changes accorded to the principles of MI and SDT and were observant of the clinical needs of clients.

Results from alpha testing confirmed that the ECA software was easy to launch and use. The results also highlighted areas needing to be optimised including supporting client choice-making; allowing personalization of the ECA; and streamlining the conversation structure to minimize cognitive demand. Changes were made to address these feedback points. Table 2 provides an overview of alpha testing feedback and the design response changes made to the ECA. A key change amongst these was the inclusion of a shorter version of the conversation in addition to the longer more supportive version. The updated ECA prototype was subsequently used for beta testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback domain</th>
<th>Feedback received</th>
<th>Design response</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue structure</td>
<td>More multiple-choice to decrease fatigue</td>
<td>More multiple-choice at key decision points</td>
<td>User is aware of expected input; lessens fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue structure</td>
<td>More variety in multiple choice</td>
<td>Multiple choice options have been diversified</td>
<td>Supports detail in user’s thinking, &amp; user interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue styles</td>
<td>Use simple language</td>
<td>Simplified to lower secondary school level</td>
<td>Promotes understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>Able to choose a humanoid avatar</td>
<td>Developed 2 avatar styles</td>
<td>Improves personalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>An alternative conversation style</td>
<td>2 conversation styles with same main content: longer, supportive style; shorter, directive style</td>
<td>Client preference &amp; clinical need considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior change</td>
<td>Integrate specific aspects of behaviour change paradigms</td>
<td>Content includes choice-making, meaningfulness of goal, support resources</td>
<td>These inclusions support user’s motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Beta testing

The purpose of beta testing was to test the working model of the ECA prototype and seek feedback on the overall concept and its conversation content, particularly in relation to its intended clinical application in brain injury rehabilitation. The Beta Feedback Form was developed based upon software design and client-specific factors. The software factors were derived from the WCAG main principles of Perceivable, Operable, Understandable and Robust [23]. Only the first three of these were applied; the Robust principle was not appraised due to RehabChat not yet being linked to other technologies.

The Beta Feedback Form therefore was comprised of three main sections: Interacting with the technology of RehabChat; Using RehabChat for motivation, goal setting and goal achievement; Potential use of RehabChat alongside usual rehabilitation care. These sections were composed of 12 questions and a fourth section was included for any other open comments. A separate User Guide was developed describing: the intended clinical setting and end-users for RehabChat; the need for clinician oversight; an overview of the process of beta testing; instructions to launch and use RehabChat.
Table 3. Beta Testing: Themes and Main Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Feedback referenced to participant (P) &amp; line number (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability &amp; usability in clinic setting</td>
<td>Acceptability: non-intrusive (P4, L108); no personal information needed ((P1, L106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility: easy to load &amp; get started (P4, L109); only need ‘a link’ (P3, L99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate into clinic: ‘very easily’ (P3, L100); need clinician input (P1, L108); ‘I think this could easily be used alongside usual care as an extra support mechanism’ (P11, L95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User experience</td>
<td>Navigation: navigation seems quite intuitive (P11, L23); liked option to go back a few steps (P1, L24); forward backward ok but what if I want to jump a section? (P9, L39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typing responses: ‘no issues’ (P1, L21); user may need help; have more multiple-choice options (P4, L26); typing for me is easy, but I wonder about the BI population? (P9, L36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCI: clear, easy to read (P1, L16); easy to hear, good pace (P3, L16);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation &amp; behavior change</td>
<td>Make choices: ‘to some extent, when you can enter text, but less so when clicking the response buttons’ (P1, L99); to an extent – dependent on relationship with MDT (P8, L31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote self-managing: yes, because user-focused (P3, L107); ‘really think about yourself’ (P7, L48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supports motivation: through goal setting (P2, L63); ‘Provides support when needed, helps to set goals and review goals, keeping client motivated and on track.’ (P10, L64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical relevance &amp; use</td>
<td>Communicate with therapist: ‘encouraging the user to follow-up with their therapist’ (P1, L62); ‘if the therapist could see the data entered that would be helpful’ (P1, L70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support rehabilitation: ‘Definitely, clear goals are the focus’ (P4, L98); Enables client to review progress – revisit goals. (P10, L72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practice home tasks / exercises: ‘looks like a good process’ (P6, L77); ‘need more breakdown of the tasks.’ (P3, L74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas for future design changes</td>
<td>Goal setting: set measurable, specific goals (P5, L99); ‘More guidance could be provided in development of goals’ (P10, L113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User interface: ‘It would be enhanced with more audio, visual and interactive capabilities if possible.’ (P3, L122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Give feedback: ‘More intervals than just baseline, halfway and after the program.’ (P3, L60); may need to screen for suitability (P9, L111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser &amp; computer used; ECA performance</td>
<td>Browser: Chrome (9); Safari (1); Explorer (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer: laptop (5); desktop (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical issues</td>
<td>Avatar speaks some punctuation e.g. says dash for - (P6, L133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some entered content not populating later dialogues (P6, L31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connections between dialogues at times not logical (P2, L174)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Potential participants invited for beta testing were Flinders University PhD candidates or academic staff affiliated with the Flinders Digital Health Research Centre, with experience in digital health technology and/or health care. Participants were requested to choose to provide feedback based on the perspective of either a clinician or that of a client. Eleven individuals ultimately participated.

Participant responses for beta testing were analysed using the Framework Analysis method [24] to develop a cohesive thematic model. This included: making initial coding notes on the completed Feedback Forms; defining likely themes and categories to best fit the coded data; and organizing the data under the themes and categories. Changes to
the thematic model were made iteratively during analysis to optimise clarity in how data was organized. Beta testing themes and main categories are presented in Table 3.

Results from beta testing revealed that RehabChat functioned easily for users, and any ECA dialogue issues were the result of content configuration issues. Feedback recommendations for changes regarding clinical application and feasibility included: needing to enhance specific aspects of goal setting; allowing for more choice-making during progress reviews; and providing visual feedback on progress being made.

Following beta testing, the ECA was substantially modified to include more choice making, explicit collection of SMART goal-setting information, smoothing out of the conversation dialogues to read more easily, correcting design errors which had impeded correct linking of dialogues and inputting of variables; and clarification of the user guide and training process for users to receive prior to intended clinical use. This updated version of RehabChat will be used in the subsequent co-design workshops.

5. Conclusion

Early testing of the ECA prototype RehabChat has examined its clinical relevance and potential usability, and identified aspects requiring further development. The appropriateness of the conversation and dialogue structuring and the utility of the two style variants has been confirmed by this process. This testing phase has provided the basis for further intended refinement and extension of the ECA to be achieved through co-design workshops and a pilot trial. The next stages for developing the ECA prototype are firstly, to conduct a series of four co-design workshops with clients and clinicians of the collaborating brain injury rehabilitation clinics; and secondly, to conduct a feasibility and usability pilot trial at the same clinics over a six month period.
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